
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Airbrush Menu Of Services 
Airbrush (Full Body)....................................................................................................................$35.00 per session 

Airbrush 1/2 (Legs/Arms/Face)...........................................................................................$25.00 Per session 

Airbrush (Legs only)....................................................................................................................$15.00 Per session 

Airbrush Deluxe(Full/PH Skin treatment/shimmer/scent)......................................$45.00 Per session 

Skin Treatments & Add on services 

Moisturizing treatment (light glow).........................................$15.00 or Add to tan$8.00 Per session 

Anti-Aging Treatment...............................................................................................................$12.00 Per session 

Skin Tightening & Firming Treatment................................................................................$12.00 Per session 

CBD(Certified THC free) Treatment..................................................................................$12.00 Per session 

Shimmer( Pearl or Gold) Treatment....................................................................................$5.00 Per session 

Scent(Orange/Ginger, Vanilla, Pineapple, Eucalyptus/Mint)...............................$2.50Per session 

DHA Increase (1-3% increase)...............................................................................................$5.00 Per session 

Drying powder Or PH Balance Treatment.......................................................................$5.00 Per session 

Products we Carry: 

Sunstyle: Bronze, Next Level, Violet   Sjoile: 12%, 14%, Tier Two , Luxe violet   

Norvell: Venetian Plus                                  California Tan: Dark, Ultra Dark                                         



 

 

18-24 Hours Before Your Spray: 

It is important to exfoliate the skin, using a spa grade exfoliating sugar or salt scrub. Pay close attention 
to knees, elbows and ankles. You can also use a loofah and shampoo that does not contain silicone or 
parabens. 

 

Day Of Session: 

Do NOT apply deodorant, perfume, lotion or body oils to skin as it will create and uneven airbrush. 

Wear loose dark clothing (No under garments) and flip flops so you do not rub the skin directly after the 
airbrushing and rub off the tan. 

 

After Session Care: 

No sweating or contact with water/liquid to skin for 8-12 hours after airbrushing.  

If you choose to sleep in you tan wear long sleeve cotton shirt and long pajama bottoms. 

The life of your tan depends on how you take care of your skin. Do not rub yourself dry, gently pat the 
skin and try not to take extremely hot showers. Use a gentle non acidic,non-drying body wash to avoid 
stripping your tan off. 

Using a tanning extender daily will extend the life of your tan by 2-3 days. You can also moisturize twice 
daily to extend your tans life. 

The Following products and activities have been proven to shorten the life of your tan: Bar soap, Acne 
products, Chlorine and salt water. If unavoidable cool rinse after contact and moisturize (tan extender 
or Mousse/Spray recommended). 

 

Cancellation Policy: 

Please call no later than 10am the day of your appointment though 24 hours is appreciated. If you no-
show or cancel later then 10am you will be charged 50% of services booked (must be paid prior to any 
service provided in the future) and will need to put 50% down in the future. If you are using a pack of 
passes one will be removed.  

 


